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Six Weeks Period: Second Grade Level & Course: 11th Physics (PHSPHU5L1) 

Timeline:  7 Days  Unit Title: Unit 05 Universal Gravitation Lesson # 05 

Stated Objectives: 
TEK # and SE 

Science Processes 

P.2G use a wide variety of additional course apparatus, equipment, techniques, materials, and 
procedures as appropriate  

P.2H  make measurements with accuracy and precision and record data using scientific notation 
and International System (SI) units; 

P.2I  identify and quantify causes and effects of uncertainties in measured data; 

P.2J Organize and evaluate data and make inferences from data, including the use of tables, 
charts, and graphs. 
 
P.2L express and manipulate relationships among physical variables quantitatively, including the 
use of graphs, charts, and equations  
 
Science Content: 

P.4 The student knows and applies the laws governing motion in a variety of situations. The student is 
expected to  

P.4F Identify and describe motion relative to different frames of reference (supporting standard) 

P.5 The student knows the nature of forces in the physical world. The student is expected to 

P.5A Research and describe the historical development of the concepts of gravitational forces. (supporting 
standard) 

P.5B Describe and calculate how the magnitude of the gravitational force between two objects depends on 
their masses and the distance between their centers. (readiness standard) 

See Instructional Focus Document (IFD) for TEK Specificity 

Key 
Understandings 

The universal law of gravitation formulated by Newton states that every two objects in the universe 
with mass are attracted to each other. 

The history of gravity is essential to a complete understanding of its importance. Newton reasoned its 
general properties, Cavendish measured it, and Einstein extended it to an integrated theory of space 
and time. 

Relativity compares measurements between two frames of reference moving relative to each other.  

Special relativity examines the measurements at relative speeds near the speed of light. 

Objects moving near the speed of light will be shorter in direction of motion and more massive and 
slower clocks than measurements made by the moving object. 

Misconceptions Students may think that gravitational force is the same on all falling bodies. 

Students may think that gravitational force acts on one object at a time. 

Students may think only large objects have a gravitational force. 



Key Vocabulary  Gravitation- the force of gravity 
Relativity- the theory that space and time are relative concepts, rather than absolute concepts. 
Energy-the property of an object or a system that enables it to do work; measured in joules 
Correspondence principle-if a new theory is valid, it must account for the verified results of the old theory in 
the region where both theories apply. 
Invariant-meaning that something does not change under a transformation, such as from one reference frame 
to another 
Postulates-a fundamental assumption 
Frame of reference-may refer to a coordinate system used to represent and measure properties of objects, 
such as their position and orientation, at different moments of time 
Relative motion-All motion is relative to the observer or to some fixed object- 
  

Suggested Day  
5E Model 

Instructional Procedures 
 (Engage, Explore, Explain, Extend/Elaborate, Evaluate) 

Materials, Resources, Notes 

Day 1 
Engage/Explore 
 

Objective: We will take a trip through history of gravity 
 
History of gravity day   JIGSAW  
 
Read history of gravity  
PreNewton G-History_of_Gravity-1.pdf 
The Apple, The Moon, & Newton's Mountain 
 
 
Closing Task: Groups of 2-3 Challenge students to make video 
explanation & demonstration of Newton’s Cannon thought 
experiment. 

● The Apple, The Moon, & The 
mountain  

Research and describe the historical 
development of the concepts of 
gravitational forces.  

 

History channel’s retelling of 
Newton’s cannon as reference 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5
1mxBkwwSB8 

Day 2 
Explain 

Review Aristotle & Galileo’s contributions & contrasting ideas, Give 
students time to complete video demonstrations of Newton’s 
Mountain thought experiment & how it contrasted Aristotle’s 
worldview of natural places.  
Once students complete video, they are to work on study guide 

Mount Newton Video Day  

Day 3 
Elaborate/ 
Evaluate 

Objective: We will differentiate Einstein’s theory with Newton’s. 
 
To illustrate einstein’s idea of gravity, which theorizes that gravity is 
not a force, but just that mass effects spacetime. 
 
Elaborate: 
Show https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MTY1Kje0yLg   or 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4yyb_RNJWUM or Brian Greene 
on the Tonight Show  
 
Newton & Beyond: Cavendish measures, Einstein Static universe & 
the curve of gravity, & Lemaitre & einstein’s cosmological constant 
1929 Hubble exanding universe 
 
Post  statements on wall, have students write 1-9 on their paper and 
have a walk around to write who they think. Or print out pictures of 
each guy and group up the students in 3’s and have them move the 
pictures to match the descriptions. 
 
Closing Task: CAGEN Gravity Match  
 

Cavendish & Einstein  
 

Day 4 
Engage/ Explore 

Demo placing hand in front and one hand halfway, covers 1/4th the 
visual area 
The inverse square law in photography 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xO-J42VM448  
 
 

● G and inverse square slides  
● P.5B Describe and calculate 

how the magnitude of the 
gravitational force between two 
objects depends on their masses 
and the distance between their 
centers.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coordinate_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Position_(vector)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orientation_(geometry)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1agX9cjxkPJoPN1hnRPJU_U61gvkF2IU9Jb0yRqIRhqk/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DJkRStocnLnXVB7yIgr1MW-YLmkSFa79xTCR-AoN9RU/edit#
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Edc_TOMEnmEZGcpJ1EAjglvqeoj8q5KAfZfOOsHpAiI/edit#slide=id.g2a72794035_0_17
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Edc_TOMEnmEZGcpJ1EAjglvqeoj8q5KAfZfOOsHpAiI/edit#slide=id.g2a72794035_0_17
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=51mxBkwwSB8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=51mxBkwwSB8
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Pco1Xr62CkDLFisdgmKtJnH88I_J7U8nFExImYQB_-Q/edit#slide=id.g465b413a53_0_5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MTY1Kje0yLg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4yyb_RNJWUM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ajZojAwfEbs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ajZojAwfEbs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kCYLjgx6G4htj0I5vKmIgag75_pGiwcuUfqgHaxZ-TY/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1eDaOIHaV0f-AjO4GrLwuEXYJHCBa-ryIUaXDD070LLo/edit#slide=id.g2a758e1542_0_73
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xO-J42VM448
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1_GUGNp4KKQT2XAnXSYIdt5esb4rx5JWya4a9NPOrfMM/edit#slide=id.g2a72794035_0_5


Objective: Demonstrate mathematical relationships between mass 
and distances in calculating gravitational attraction using Phyzlab: 
Proportional Reasoning. Introduce gravitational constant G- 6.67 X 
10-11 Nm2/kg2.  
 
Work a few together from 
http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/circles/Lesson-3/The
-Apple,-the-Moon,-and-the-Inverse-Square-Law 
 
pp. 13-15 in circular motion packet from physicsclassroom  
or http://phyz.org/phyz/BOP/3-UCMG/J-Gravity_Basics.pdf  
 
and assign the worksheet as classwork/homework 
 
Show videos of Newton’s cannon project 
 
Closing Task: I will be able to calculate the force of gravity between 
2 objects and any distance apart. 

Day 5 
Elaborate 

 Review Study Guide 
 
Racetrack simulation on phones 
 
Extra credit concept builder 
 
 
maybe[Demo Phet Gravity Force Lab, give examples of what 
conditions would lead to a force of different variables Proportional 
Reasoning Toss-N-Check  Toss-n-check. Write on one sheet of 
paper your conditions for the force to be doubled. Crumple up paper 
and toss it to someone in the room. Find a ball, toss it again. Unravel 
that ball and check their work.  
 
Repeat for a force of 16, a force of 1/16 & for 32 & 8.] 

Forces Wrap-up Day  
 
 

Day 6 
Evaluate 

Concept Review game 
Ladder Golf Review Slides  
 
https://play.kahoot.it/#/?quizId=6d4d0d08-c0da-4400-b016-252dc85
9e3c6  

 

Day 7 
Evaluate 

Six weeks test 
 

 
 

Day 8 
Engage 

 
Begin 3rd 6 weeks 
 
 

 

extra p. 182 making sense of universal gravitation 
Practice Calculating Force of Gravity & typing in a calculator 
p. 185 # 8 
p. 196 # 38, 39, 40, 43 
 
 
TIPERS B4... very good practice problems with solutions to 
help study for Friday's test. The first attachment has 
problems that are numbered with B4-RT01:... (the B4 just 
indicates unit 4 on energy and the RT or other letters indicate 
what type of problem it is, don't worry about those) just focus 
on the numbers that follow the letters (01) 

 

http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/circles/Lesson-3/The-Apple,-the-Moon,-and-the-Inverse-Square-Law
http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/circles/Lesson-3/The-Apple,-the-Moon,-and-the-Inverse-Square-Law
http://phyz.org/phyz/BOP/3-UCMG/J-Gravity_Basics.pdf
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1rfSmFd8AwIMCopMyOCHrvE1ZqK1lMqj59JfPkZhhEEc/edit#slide=id.g2a9fd34795_0_112
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1rfSmFd8AwIMCopMyOCHrvE1ZqK1lMqj59JfPkZhhEEc/edit#slide=id.g2a9fd34795_0_112
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1cISArOsaWA4UdgXhUvGzx7CBKa4YL5SATvoYyURnBi8/edit#slide=id.g45676c75bd_0_4
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/14r-3oXirDn2XoEWui_w-kRAToLrXOmvMtzI3fxjsTl4/edit#slide=id.g2a86828502_0_408
https://play.kahoot.it/#/?quizId=6d4d0d08-c0da-4400-b016-252dc859e3c6
https://play.kahoot.it/#/?quizId=6d4d0d08-c0da-4400-b016-252dc859e3c6


 
There are a ton of problems here but I'd advise focusing on 1, 
8, 15, 17, 28, & 41 On the solutions document you will have to 
scroll a good bit to find the B4 section 

 
Accommodations 
for Special 
Populations 

Accommodations for instruction will be provided as stated on each student’s (IEP) 
Individual Education Plan for special education, 504, at risk, and ESL/Bilingual.  

 


